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Microstructure of spherulitic lead zirconate titanate thin films
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The features of the microstructure of radiant spherulites in lead zirconate titanate thin films are studied using

scanning electron and nonlinear optical microscopy by varying the blocks size of the perovskite structure. It is

shown that as the spherulite radius (or block size) increases, the rotation angle of the growth axis increases, the

rotation angle velocity changes, and the magnitude of the second optical harmonic signal changes.
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1. Introduction

There has been a boom in research of materials used

in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) of various

functional purposes in the world in the last decade. A large

share in these applications is played by devices based

on thin-film ferroelectrics, characterized by high values

of electromechanical parameters. The primacy among

ferroelectrics belongs to solid solutions of lead zirconate

titanate (PZT), in which abnormally high electromechanical

coefficients are observed in the region of the morphotropic

phase boundary (MPB) separating rhombohedral and

tetragonal modifications of the ferroelectric phase [1–3]. The
values of these coefficients are significantly affected by the

technological parameters of the formation of thin films, the

presence of foreign impurities and phases, the heterogeneity

of their composition, microstructure, mechanical stresses

acting from the substrate and the sublayers used, as well

as a number of other factors [4–6]. The competitiveness

of PZT films is determined both by the efficiency of the

technologies used for their formation, high electromechan-

ical coefficients, and the presence of natural unipolarity

(self-polarization), when its magnitude is commensurate

with the magnitude of spontaneous polarization of the

material [6–8].

Silicon (Si) substrate, which is still the basis of modern

microelectronics, is widely used for the formation of capac-

itor thin-film PZT structures, while not being optimal for

the MEMS production. The integral temperature coefficient

of linear expansion of silicon is less than the same value

for the PZT film, the composition of which corresponds to

MPB. This leads to the fact that in the operating temperature

range, two-dimensional tensile mechanical stresses act on

the film from the substrate side, partially reorienting the

vector of spontaneous polarization in the direction as

close as possible to the plane of the film [7,9,10]. This

reduces both the magnitude of self-polarization and the

stability of the macroscopic polar state. The magnitude

of self-polarization also depends on the mechanism of

crystallization of the perovskite phase, the presence of

excess lead oxide and its localization in the volume of a

thin film [11].

Another factor influencing the structure and physical

properties of thin films is the mechanisms of the formation

of the perovskite phase of thin films, which differ either in

the layered or insular character of growth [12]. Practice has

shown that the crystallization of thin polycrystalline films

occurs with the formation and proliferation of the island

structure when silicon substrates are used [13–15]. For the
most part, perovskite islands are characterized by a shape

close to round, and comprise spherulitic formations which

grow either through a step-ring mechanism, or with the

formation of a radial-radiant structure [13,16,17].

It is well known that spherulitic structures are widespread

in nature, inherent in various kinds of organic and inorganic

materials. In particular, spherulites are widely represented in

minerals in the form of balls of radially radiant structure, for

which they received the name of radiant spherulites [18,19].
In thin-film materials, radiant spherulites are similar in

shape to disks, the radius of which can reach several tens
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Figure 1. Change in the concentration of nucleation centers (a) and substrate temperature during deposition (b) with varying

target−substrate distance.

or even hundreds of micrometers. The recent interest

in
”
two-dimensional“ spherulites, their microstructure and

properties is mainly related to the development of miniature

piezoelectric quartz oscillators, for the manufacture of

which thin-film technologies must be used. One of the

characteristic features of the crystallization of quartz radiant

spherulites from the amorphous phase is the rotation of

their growth axis during their radial expansion. During the

subsequent merger of spherulitic islands, a block spherulitic

microstructure with linear boundaries [20,21] is usually

formed.

The very early studies of thin PZT films carried out in the

90s of the last century found that the crystallization of the

perovskite phase is also accompanied by the formation of

radiant spherulites. Most studies of thin films were carried

out with linear dimensions of spherulites not exceeding

several micrometers in diameter based on the assumption

that the radiant spherulite is a rather complex crystalline

formation, in which local structural and physical properties

may differ in area. Apparently, therefore, the properties

of both spherulite islands and single-phase films with a

pronounced spherulite structure have not been studied

until now. In this paper, the task was to investigate

the microstructure features of perovskite thin films with a

change in the concentration of the centers of formation of

spherulite islands, leading to a change in the average size of

spherulite blocks.

2. Preparation of thin film specimens
and study methods

Thin films with a thickness of ∼ 500 nm were produced

by the two-stage RF magnetron deposition [15]. The

sprayed ceramic target of the PZT corresponded to the

stoichiometric composition PbZr0.54Ti0.46O3 related to the

MPB region. The temperature of the subsequent high-

temperature annealing (Tann) was ∼ 550◦C to obtain island

films, and was ∼ 580∼C to obtain single-phase perovskite

films. The change of the concentration of the crystallization

centers of the perovskite phase was achieved by changing

the distance from the target to the substrate in the range

30−70mm, resulting in a change in the temperature

of heating the substrate with gas plasma (Tsub) [22,23],
Fig. 1, a, b.

The crystal structure and phase state of the films were

controlled by X-ray diffraction analysis (Rigaku Ultima IV)
and optical microscopy (Nikon Eclipse LV150). The

microstructure of the spherulitic structure was studied using

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss EVO-40 and

Tescan Lyra 3) in the modes of backscattered electrons and

electrons backscattered diffraction.

The second optical harmonic was excited by the radiation

of a femtosecond laser with a wavelength of 800 nm,

a repetition frequency of 80MHz and a duration of

100 fs. The intensity of the generation of the second

optical harmonic (SHG) was recorded at a wavelength

of 400 nm. The plane of polarization of the incident

beam was rotated by a half-wave plate in front of the

specimen. The Glan prism was used as an analyzer. The

images were fixed in the geometry
”
on reflection“. Zeiss

N-achroplan 100X lens of the WITec alpha 300S confocal

microscope provided a spot on a specimen with a diameter

of 0.9µm, and the use of optical fiber ensured a spatial

resolution of ∼ 300 nm.

3. Experimental results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows images of spherulite islands obtained in

the mode of back-reflected electrons (Fig. 2, a) and using

nonlinear optical microscopy (SHG signal) (Fig. 2, b, c). The
perovskite islands were characterized by a radially radiant

structure, clearly observed on both SEM and SHG images.

A strong difference in the SHG signal is apparent between

the inner and outer regions of the islands, as evidenced

by the distribution of the SHG signal along the diametral
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Figure 2. SEM (a) and nonlinear optical images (b, c) of perovskite islands in a pyrochlore matrix. The maps of the SHG signal (b
and c) differ by changing the orientation of linearly polarized radiation by 90 degrees. Dotted lines on (c) mark diametrical and circular

sections (1, 2).
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Figure 3. Distribution of the SHG signal a) by section 1 (Fig. 2, c)
of the spherulite island, b) along the circular cross section 2

(Fig. 2, c) of the spherulite island and when the polarization of

the incident beam is rotated by 90◦.

(radial) section of the spherulite (Fig. 3, a, section 1 in

Fig. 2, c). The SHG signal in the center of the island is close

to zero. This signal increases moving away from the center

of the spherulite reaching a local maximum approximately

at the middle of the radius, then it decreases to the edge

and increases again at a distance of ∼ 5−7µm to the edge.

The magnitude of the SHG signal at the periphery of the

spherulites increases by ∼ 2 times compared to the signal

in the central region. This behavior may indicate a two-

stage formation of the perovskite phase from the pyrochlore

phase: first, the crystallization of the
”
of the loose“ phase

of perovskite, and then its recrystallization into a denser

modification [15]. Earlier, we assumed that the amplification

of the SHG signal at the edges (periphery) of the islands is

associated with the relaxation of mechanical stresses in the

marginal regions [23]. However, the results obtained in this

work indicate rather the presence of another mechanism for

increasing the signal.

Circular cross-section of the SHG signal in a spherulitic

island (cross-section 2 in Fig. 2, c) with a fixed direction of

polarization has two maxima and two minima close to zero

(Fig. 3, b). When the polarization of the incident radiation is

rotated, the distribution of the SHG signal along the circular

section rotates by the same angle. This behavior can be

observed if the polarization component lying in the plane of

the film is oriented in the radial direction in a spherulite

consisting of multiple radial crystallites (growing from a

single crystallization center).
Fig. 4, a, d, g shows maps of the crystallographic orien-

tations of the growth axes relative to the normal to the

surface in continuous perovskite films of PZT consisting of

separate spherulitic blocks. The films were deposited at

different substrate temperatures (Tsub) and then annealed at

580◦C. The maps were obtained by recording the diffraction

of backscattered electrons. The red, green and blue colors

on the maps correspond to the growth axes 〈100〉, 〈110〉 and
〈111〉. Intermediate positions correspond to other colors on
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Figure 4. Maps of the crystallographic orientations of the growth axes (a, d, g), maps of the distribution of the angles of intrablock

deviations (b, e, h) and their histograms of the distribution by the magnitude of the deviation from the average orientation (c, f, i).

the maps of crystallographic orientation. The average block

size increases significantly with an increase in the substrate

temperature Tsub, at which films were deposited — from

10−15µm at Tsub = 90◦C to 40−45µm at Tsub = 160◦C. In

addition, in films deposited at Tsub = 160◦C, additional open

radially located large-angle boundaries with misorientation

of at least 10 degrees were observed within each of

the blocks, representing transition layers with crystalline

disturbances.

Fig. 4, b, e, h shows maps of the distribution of angles of

deviations of the growth axes from the average orientation

in each spherulitic block. The average orientation of the

block corresponds to deep blue, pronounced deviations are

colored by green. The increase of these deviations is mainly

correlated with the increase of the size of spherulitic blocks.

The distributions of deviation angles are shown in the form

of histograms on Fig. 4, c, f, i.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the magnitude of the

mean-angle deviations when the target-substrate distance

changes. As the average size of spherulitic blocks increases,

an increase in this value is observed, however, in films

deposited at Tsub = 160◦C, a sharp drop in this value occurs,
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Figure 5. The angle averaged on the map of intrablock deviations

of the orientations of the growth axis from the average direction

when the target-substrate distance changes.

which is noticeably reflected on the map of the distribution

of deviation angles (Fig. 4, h).

Fig. 6 demonstrates the change of the angle of rotation

of the growth axis as the radial distance from the center

of the spherulite (along the dotted line in Fig. 6, a).
Studies showed that this dependence is mainly linear in

nature (Fig. 6, b). Comparison with the data obtained

for quartz spherulites (0.5−0.7 grad/µm) [20,21] shows

that in perovskite spherulites the rotation speed reaches

somewhat higher values. The rate of angle change in the

studied specimens increases with Tsub, reaches a maximum

(1.2 grad/µm) at Tsub = 150◦C, and then decreases sharply,

Fig. 7. The nature of the change of the rotation speed

correlates with the average value of intrablock deviations

of growth orientations.

An abnormally strong change in the SHG signal was

observed when the size of the spherulites changed (Fig. 8).
The SHG signal was small in films deposited at low
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Figure 6. A map of the crystallographic orientations of the growth axes relative to the normal to the surface (a) and the angle of rotation

of the growth axis (b) along the dotted line shown in Fig. 6, a.

substrate temperatures, but the signal value increased

approximately 20 times with an increase of Tsub and reached

a maximum at Tsub = 150◦C, and then sharply decreased.

Since the SHG signal is proportional to the square of

the polarization projection lying in the plane of the film,

its change means a change in the polarization value by

∼ 3−3.5 times.

The interpretation of the results obtained is associated

with the assumption that with the increase in the linear di-

mensions of spherulitic blocks, mechanical stresses increase

in the plane of the thin film. The appearance of mechanical

stresses with the island nature of the nucleation and growth

of the perovskite phase from the low-temperature py-

rochlore phase is associated with a change in the density of

these phases. The data of X-ray diffraction studies showed

that the density of the Pe phase is 7−8% higher than

the density of the pyrochlore phase. Partial relaxation of

the resulting mechanical stresses occurs through shrinkage

of the perovskite phase (at 3−5%). In this regard, the

perovskite phase is formed, as a rule, in two stages: at the

first stage, the an intermediate porous (
”
loose“) perovskite

structure is formed, and at the second, the loose phase turns

into its denser modification [15,23]. This is also evidenced

by the presence of a periphery (Fig. 2), different from the

central part of the spherulite, and an abnormal change in

the signal of the SHG (Fig. 3, a).
The rotation of the polarization of the incident light

radiation, which leads to a 90-degree extinction of the

SHG signal (Fig. 4, b, c), confirms the assumption about the

radial nature of the orientation of ferroelectric polarization.

It should be noted that since the studied composition of

thin films corresponds to the region of the morphotropic

phase boundary, where the free energies of rhombohe-

dral, monoclinic and tetragonal phases are close to each

other [24], the reorientation of spontaneous polarization

under the action of tensile forces in the radial direction

should be greatly facilitated. The increase of the SHG signal

with an increase in the linear dimensions of spherulitic
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Figure 7. The rotation speed of the growth axis when the distance

of the target−substrate change.
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Figure 8. Change of the signal intensity of the second optical

harmonic when the distance of the target−substrate

changes.

blocks is apparently caused not only by the reorientation

of ferroelectric polarization in the direction collinear (or
anticollinear) to mechanical stresses radially stretching the

spherulite, but also by an increase in the induced component

of polarization under the influence of these stresses.

Such features as a two-fold decrease in the signal of

the SHG in the film (formed at Tsub = 160◦C) while

maintaining large spherulitic blocks, a decrease in the

rotation speed of the growth axis, a decrease in intrablock

deviations of the growth axes and the appearance of large-

angle boundaries in spherulitic blocks may indicate that

such boundaries arise as a result of relaxation of strong

mechanical stresses reaching the threshold values of the

destruction of the material. The upper threshold of these

stresses is estimated as ∼ 0.1EY (EY — Young’s modulus,

which is for thin films of PZT ∼ 110GPa, according

to [25]) and can reach a value of ∼ 11GPa. The induced

ferroelectric polarization is estimated at 100µC/cm2 at

these tensile mechanical stresses and the magnitude of the

piezoelectric module ∼ 90 · 10−12 C/N [25].

4. Conclusion

Two-phase (island) and single-phase thin PZT films

characterized by a radiant spherulite microstructure with

the composition of corresponding to the MPB region were

grown in this paper. The films had different concentrations

of nucleation centers (or linear sizes differing in 3−4 times).
It was found that:

− the change in the microstructure and the SHG signal

from the center to the periphery in island radiant spherulites

is caused by the recrystallization of the perovskite phase and

the formation of a radiant microstructure,

− the rotation of the growth axis was observed in

spherulitic blocks at a speed of 0.5−1.2 grad/µm, depending

on the linear size of the spherulites,

− it is assumed that the observed effects such as: changes

in the microstructure of the blocks, the signal of the

SHG, the rotation speed of the growth axes and other

characteristics defined in the work are caused by the action

of mechanical stresses in the plane of thin films, the

magnitude of which increases with the increase of the size

of spherulitic blocks. Mechanical stresses are caused by

a change in the phase density during the crystallization of

thin PZT films, and new large-angle boundaries are formed

in the result of relaxation of mechanical stresses,

− the action of mechanical stresses leads to the orienta-

tion of the lateral component of polarization in the radial

direction.

It is planned to further study the polar properties of thin

PZT films using piezoelectric response force microscopy to

gain a better understanding of the impact of mechanical

stresses in radiant spherulites on the orientation of polariza-

tion.
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